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New York Times Bestseller: A “fascinating, funny and tremendously well written” chronicle of
daily life at the US Military Academy (Time). In 1998, West Point made an unprecedented offer
to Rolling Stone writer David Lipsky: Stay at the Academy as long as you like, go wherever you
wish, talk to whomever you want, to discover why some of America’s most promising young
people sacrifice so much to become cadets. Lipsky followed one cadet class into mess halls,
barracks, classrooms, bars, and training exercises, from arrival through graduation. By telling
their stories, he also examines the Academy as a reflection of our society: Are its principles of
equality, patriotism, and honor quaint anachronisms or is it still, as Theodore Roosevelt called it,
the most “absolutely American” institution? During an eventful four years in West Point’s history,
Lipsky witnesses the arrival of TVs and phones in dorm rooms, the end of hazing, and
innumerable other shifts in policy and practice. He uncovers previously unreported scandals and
poignantly evokes the aftermath of September 11, when cadets must prepare to become
officers in wartime. Lipsky also meets some extraordinary people: a former Eagle Scout who
struggles with every facet of the program, from classwork to marching; a foul-mouthed party
animal who hates the military and came to West Point to play football; a farm-raised kid who
seems to be the perfect soldier, despite his affection for the early work of Georgia O’Keeffe; and
an exquisitely turned-out female cadet who aspires to “a career in hair and nails” after the
Army. The result is, in the words of David Brooks in the New York Times Book Review, “a superb
description of modern military culture, and one of the most gripping accounts of university life I
have read. . . . How teenagers get turned into leaders is not a simple story, but it is wonderfully
told in this book.”
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GUPPIES,AND FOR EAMON DOLANOF ALL THE INSTITUTIONS IN THIS COUNTRY, NONE
is more absolutely American; none, in the proper sense of the word, more absolutely democratic
than this. Here we care nothing for the boy’s birthplace, nor his creed, nor his social standing;
here we care nothing save for his worth as he is able to show it.Here you represent, with almost
mathematical exactness, all the country geographically. You are drawn from every walk of life by
a method of choice made to insure, and which in the great majority of cases does insure, that
heed shall be paid to nothing save the boy’s aptitude for the profession into which he seeks
entrance. Here you come together as representatives of America in a higher and more peculiar
sense than can possibly be true of any other institution in the land.—PRESIDENT THEODORE
ROOSEVELT,at the West Point centennial, 1902PrefaceI CAME TO LOVE, really love, road
marching. It’s called a suck or a haze at West Point, but I think the cadets aren’t being fair to it.



There’s something wonderful about being in a column of marching people: the gravel popping
under soles, the leather flexing in boots, the kind of saddle-top sounds as the ruck (what a
backpack gets called in the Army) frames settle. Occasionally someone, out of sheer misery,
sighing Oooh, or just blowing out air, which in the general silence is like a whale breaching and
then slipping back under the surface. You can watch a leaf float down from a tree or stare at the
guy’s rifle in front of you. The boiling down of life to its basic questions: Can you do this? What
kind of person are you, and what can you make yourself finish? Can you hang with the rest of
us? Those questions don’t get asked much, in the civilian world.One night I got stuck with a
West Point company that was spending the entire evening on patrol in the woods. They had
brought ponchos in their rucks and I hadn’t. It was about two in the morning when the rain
started. A nice earth-smelling drizzle at first. Then it became a pretty hard, thundery storm. I’d
never noticed that rain makes different noises on different articles of clothing: a kind of
spreading, sinking hiss into a shirt, a loud spattery ploink! on jeans. One of the cadets offered
me his poncho, but of course you couldn’t accept it. In the dark, I found my way to two trees that
had grown so close together that their upper branches formed a canopy. I obviously wasn’t going
to sleep, so I marched back and forth all night under this umbrella, rain dripping into my ears and
down over my lips. Then, in the morning, at five, everyone shook themselves off and we
marched again.I never liked the military at all as a kid. My father told us it was the one profession
we couldn’t pursue: if my brother or I joined up, he promised to hire strong guys to come break
our legs. In his eyes, compared to the military, hired leg-breaking was an act of kindness. So
when Rolling Stone magazine first assigned me to write about the United States Military
Academy, I fought it. And I mean fought hard, as hard as you can fight Rolling Stone’s publisher,
Jann Wenner, who can be firm and cajoling in a kind of (at least to a writer) irresistible way.
When I gave in, and traveled to West Point, I was followed by members of the Academy’s Public
Affairs Office. They chose the people I could speak with, they sat in on the interviews. I saw my
way out; I was thrilled and relieved. I said I could not do the story under those circumstances,
and I left. A few days later the colonel who oversees the daily management of West Point—Joe
Adamczyk, a thin, steely man the cadets nicknamed Skeletor—called back to say it was fine.
There would be no one picking out ideal cadets for me to interview, no one escorting me, no
doors closed. I could have the run of the place. “We have nothing of which we should be
ashamed,” he said.So that was the first step toward my love of road marching. Very different from
my original idea of the Army. And there was no avoiding the story anymore.It had all seemed so
foreign, a kind of dense green forest. Slowly, the trees parted a little, enough for me to step
inside, and then I could feel the basic goodness of the place. As I listened to the cadets and
understood how they were living, I had a strange, funny thought. Not only was the Army not the
awful thing my father had imagined, it was the sort of America he always pictured when he
explained (this would happen every four years, during an election cycle) his best hopes for the
country. A place where everyone tried their hardest. A place where everybody—or at least most
people—looked out for each other. A place where people—intelligent, talented people—said



honestly that money wasn’t what drove them. A place where people spoke openly about their
feelings and about trying to make themselves better.One reason Rolling Stone wanted me on
the story was that I’d become a kind of young-person specialist. You specialize at a magazine.
On news stories, I mainly covered universities and students. I must have traveled to about thirty-
five colleges in the five years before I first went to West Point. From tiny places like Wisconsin’s
obscure, homemade-feeling Beloit to a thirty-thousand-student factory like the University of
Georgia at Athens to places like Harvard and Yale that made me feel like maybe I wasn’t
changing my socks often enough. I’d also written about young TV actors and the young rich and
young media executives, people who had every reason to be consistently delighted. And of all
the young people I’d met, the West Point cadets—although they are grand, epic complainers—
were the happiest. That was probably step two on the path toward my love of road
marching.Here’s three: My friends had reached the phase, in their early thirties, when things
slow down and you can relax and look around yourself again for maybe the first time since
college. Before that, life is like sticking your head out the window of a fast-moving car: everything
is rushing at you, flattening back your skin, your eyes are blinking and you can barely overhear
your own thoughts. Most of those thoughts are “Will I find a job?” and “Can I find a partner?” and
“What kind of life am I going to have?” By the early thirties, this stuff had quieted down, and my
friends were thinking, “OK, I’ve found a life.” And then the second part hit: “Is this the life I want?
Does the job I’m doing matter to anyone else?” It was right at this time that the Army and the
Academy dawned on me, and I saw what it meant to live as a group, to share experiences, and
to have that sense that other people were honestly looking out for you. And I have to say, that
looked pretty good to me too.And so, a road march. Everyone dressed the same. Everyone with
a clear assignment: You will depart from this first point and you will arrive at this second point,
and it will be clear to you when you have accomplished this. It will be difficult (in the Army, they
say challenging). In place of the anxiety that comes from jobs that involve only the brain, the
pleasure of a task that would engage the entire body. When cadets faltered, other cadets would
softly encourage them. “Come on. You can do this. I know you can do this.” The sound of the
boots and the smell of the road and the sun on the leaves and this soft, encouraging undertone.
When cadets fell, other cadets would move forward, lift them up. I remember, during my first road
marches, feeling simply blessed.The magazine originally treated the assignment, when it began
in 1998, as a journalistic public service. That summer, the West Point superintendent, a three-
star general, had parked with some other military leaders at the sort of big roadside welcome
center that features a TCBY and a Great American Pretzel Company (so that even rest stops
offer the channel-surfing pleasures of a mall) and where there is usually one restaurant with sit-
down service. The superintendent was wearing his green class-B uniform, and so were the
hungry officers in his party. The hostess looked him up and down, from polished shoes to
epaulets, then she smiled and thanked him for the selfless work he was doing as a member of
the Parks Department. The superintendent wondered if maybe the gap between the civilian and
military worlds hadn’t become too large. A few weeks later, the superintendent and the



commandant arrived at the Rolling Stone offices in their full uniforms, marching past black-and-
white photographs of Eric Clapton and framed guitars. The initial idea was for me to spend a few
weeks on post, follow around a bunch of plebes, write something short. I ended up staying most
of the year.When that time was over, I didn’t believe the story was fully told. I decided to rent a
house in Highland Falls, and stayed until the plebe class graduated four years later—the only
time West Point has let a writer in for such an extended tour of hanging out. I saw cadets in
combat with themselves, unlearning many of the skills and instincts that had brought them to
West Point; I saw some cadets thriving; I saw lots of suffering (academic, physical,
homesickness); I saw spot meanness and acts of great generosity. My friends were full of
questions: What kinds of people still wanted such a regimented life? Why would cadets willingly
put themselves through it? Didn’t they realize the way they were living was out-of-date? Those
were questions I set out to answer. But I mostly wanted to give people the experience of
spending forty-seven months at the United States Military Academy, an experience that only
around sixty thousand people have had since the place got up and running two centuries ago. I
learned how to read a uniform and how to tie many types of knots. I learned that soldiers are
people—that when I flip on the news and there’s some officer in a helmet standing before a tank,
I’m looking at someone a lot like myself, who’s lived through most of the same events I have,
eats the same drive-through, can trace the same internal map of favorite movie dialogue and TV
scenes, but who has made the decision to put on a uniform and serve in the nation’s military.I’ve
changed the names of several cadets, mostly at their request, including people involved in an
honor hearing and three cadets who endured various hardships—a consuming relationship, loss
of rank, separation from the Academy. Scott Mellon, Kim Wilkins, Loryn Winter, Nick Calabanos,
Mrs. Como, Virginia Whistler and James Edgar are fictitious names—real people under a verbal
false nose and eyeglasses. Otherwise, the names and nicknames in this book are the cadets’
real ones. I followed the men and women of one company, G-4, from the months they arrived at
West Point until the day they graduated; this is their story.PART ONEThe First YearWhitey’s
DilemmaIF YOU IMAGINE the ideal West Point cadet, you’ll come up with someone very much
like Don “Whitey” Herzog. Since meeting his first veterans, Whitey has wanted to go military.
“Just something special in their eyes,” the twenty-one-year-old explains. “They learned
brotherhood, service—they learned what real honor is.” For ten years, Whitey ran his life like a
checklist: West Point, then the Infantry, then the Rangers, the Army’s elite.At West Point, cadets
wear gray, but when they dream about their futures, it’s all green, the posts and uniforms of the
United States Army. Each summer—while their civilian peers are walking the beaches or rubbing
their eyes at some internship—the United States Military Academy sends its juniors and seniors
to spend five weeks in their futures, leading troops with regular Army units. Because he’s the
number thirteen–ranked military cadet in the one-thousand-member class of 1999, Whitey got
his dream in July of 1998 and trained with the Rangers. They outfitted him with laser-sighted
weapons, night-vision goggles, a hundred pounds of gear and tackle, and sent him on practice
missions: evacuating pretend hostages, breaking up pretend ambushes. They’d fly to some



classified place, do the job, swing back to base with the sun coming up. Riding outside a
helicopter, Whitey felt the wind slam his face, watched his boots sway over the Florida night.
“Three in the morning, going over supermarkets and bars,” he says. “I was thinking, ‘Man, I wish
my buddies back home could be seein’ this.’” Whitey grew up in the cold pubs-and-hockey town
of Buffalo, New York. (His brother-in-law, Mike Peca, is captain of the NHL’s Buffalo Sabres.) His
parents separated when he was ten—dad a dentist, mom a paralegal. Whitey first heard the
words United States Military Academy from one of his mother’s boyfriends. First day of high
school, teachers invited questions for the guidance counselor, and Whitey was the kid with his
hand raised. “How do I get into West Point?” he asked.Like any mountain, the climb to West
Point is cut with paths, the ropes and bridges left by other climbers. West Point wants scholars
and athletes with good leadership potential. So Whitey ran cross-country, grubbed for A’s,
campaigned for student office. On the side, he was moonlighting as an ordinary teenager:
smoking cigarettes, chasing girls, getting drunk at Allman Brothers concerts. Next morning, he’d
go be student body president at the Jesuit high school. “Real Jekyll-and-Hyde stuff,” he
says.West Point cadets make a simple deal: a tuition-free education in exchange for five years
as Army officers. Every September, the seniors pick their branches of service. If you like to drive
tanks, you go Armor; if you enjoy measuring the world’s challenges on a scientific calculator, you
go Engineers. (If you’re a business major, you hook up with the Finance Batallion and get called
a Finance Ranger.) But if you have the true calling, you go Infantry. Tell a West Point
administrator you’re considering the Field Artillery, he might nod. Tell him you’re thinking Infantry,
he’ll clap you on the back and grin. Of course, Infantry skills are also a hard sell should you ever
decide to leave the military. “Think like a civilian employer,” one senior explains. “Say ‘Engineers,’
that implies you can think a little bit. Spend five years with the Infantry, OK, you know how to
sleep in the cold and you know how to kill people. It doesn’t set you up for success.” For the
Army, Infantry means you’re serious; for Whitey, it was the second stop on his checklist, the road
back to the Rangers.Whitey Herzog is sandy-haired, tall and skinny. He has soldier’s eyes:
entering a room, his eyes do a quick reconnaissance skim, picking up the areas of interest,
filtering out what’s nonessential; then they turn friendly. On his uniform, he wears the bronze star
that indicates he’s in the top 5 percent of his class militarily, which means that for four years he’s
performed West Point’s duties the way West Point wants them done.None of that meant squat to
the Rangers. First couple of weeks he was there, none of the Rangers would talk to him; the
enlisted guys wouldn’t even salute. Like many male cadets, Whitey is a dipper—a tobacco
chewer. (His third-year roommate taught a bunch of guys to dip, and in May there were awards.
Top honor: Grand Master Dipper. Whitey got Rookie of the Year.) One afternoon, Whitey gave an
operations briefing, forty minutes with a mouthful of dip, and something told him not to spit. “I
only did one time,” Whitey says. “I gutted the rest, which is swallowing it.” A sergeant—a burly
thirty-year-old, a Ranger—pulled Whitey aside and told him everyone was impressed; they
thought he’d be spitting every thirty seconds. “You’re one of the We now,” the sergeant said. His
last morning, Whitey ran the Ranger obstacle course, and when he finished the enlisted guys



were waiting with an official Ranger poster. They’d covered it with signatures and messages, like
a kid’s yearbook: “Gain Weight,” “Go in the Infantry,” and “We’ll See You in the Ranger
Battalion.”So when he got back to West Point, Whitey gave his measurements for the uniform to
the Academy tailor. He’d decided to be an Infantry mud crawler with his roommate, Rob “Harley”
Whitten, and his buddy Antonio “Iggy” Ignacio. “That’s when the stress just started building,”
Whitey says. One July night his Ranger platoon leader—a twenty-five-year-old first lieutenant,
hard-core—had taken him to a bar in Columbus, Georgia, the low-roofed town outside Ranger
headquarters. When they were very drunk, the PL announced, “After the Rangers, I’m done.”
Army life had left him feeling cut off from everything that wasn’t Army. “I don’t remember the last
time I was out on a date—I don’t even know how to act in front of a girl anymore,” the lieutenant
said. “I’m so burnt, I just want to get out.” Whitey kept thinking about it. “I was choosing what to
do with my life,” he says. Infantry meant sticking with the military for a career. With his high rank,
he knew he’d qualify for a slot in Aviation. And Aviation—piloting helicopters—is a skill you can
sell outside the military. You could even fly helicopters for the FBI.And then the whole notion of
service began to work on Whitey like a guilty conscience. He couldn’t shake the idea that
Aviation was a sellout move. For weeks, wherever he went, he felt two futures dragging over his
head like a pair of clouds: he could be loyal to everything he’d always wanted or to all the things
he might want. The weekend before branch selection, he got drunk at an Army football game,
stumbled into a Porta-Potty—not one of religion’s glory spots—and started praying. Basically, he
asked God to pick the branch for him. “I was looking up at the sky, I was like, ‘Someone, please,
someone reach down and tell me what to do. How much do I sacrifice if I choose Infantry, and
how much do I do for myself if I choose Aviation?’” Twelve hours left, he ended up drunk in Iggy’s
room. “Igs, this is it,” Whitey said. “I’m doing it. I’m going Infantry.”“You sure?” Iggy asked. “I’m not
sure you’re sure.”But Whitey was the number thirteen-ranked military cadet, a man who’d never
wanted anything except to serve his country in uniform. “This is why I’m here,” Whitey said. “I may
not like all of it, but I can do it, and I can do it good.” Iggy nodded, said he supported him. The
next morning, Whitey sat down at his computer, dialed up the branch selection Web site. Clock
ticking, ten minutes to go. He kept trying to make himself type the word Infantry.The AuraWest
Point, the United States Military Academy, is a formation of chapels, playing fields, cannons and
buildings on the banks of the Hudson River, fifty miles north of the first tow-York City. The
Academy has a single mission: take civilians, produce officers. You enter the Academy through a
Military Police checkpoint and pass rows of stately granite buildings until you’re on a green hill
above the river. On a clear spring day, you can look across to the rolling treetops of the Hudson
Valley, or upriver where powerboats leave creases on the water, and feel that God himself has
issued you a uniform and notebook and sent you to one of the most crisply beautiful places on
earth to study the practice of war.When you look into Academy history, you keep bumping into
America’s history, as if the same story is being told two different ways. Just before his death in
1799, George Washington wrote Alexander Hamilton, “The establishment of a military academy
[has] ever been considered by me to be an object of the highest national importance.” Three



years later, classes were in session by the banks of the Hudson. In its early decades, West Point
trained officers to be engineers—men who squinted at rivers, cleared forests and laid the first
bridges and roadways for America. Most officers you see in old-time photographs—wide hats,
sweeping mustaches—were graduates: Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson, Ulysses S. Grant.
The Civil War was an armed West Point reunion, old friends catching up by firing at each other.
Out west, graduates like George Custer chased Indians. In World War I, General “Black Jack”
Pershing (class of ’86) exported West Point standards of bearing to Europe. (One French
general wrote home, “Why, these Americans even die in neat rows.”) World War II shaped up as
a big overseas alumni project, with Generals Eisenhower (class of ’15), Patton (’09), Bradley
(’15), and MacArthur (’03) as leading class officers. General William Westmoreland (class of ’36)
commanded all U.S. forces in Vietnam. General Norman Schwarzkopf (class of ’56) commanded
all U.S. forces in the Persian Gulf. When officers like Schwarzkopf talk about the Academy, they
don’t say “West Point,” they say “this national treasure we call West Point.”But with the Cold War
one decade in the past, the Academy’s history has ceased to be a useful guide for its future.
(The military misses the old Soviet threat the way rich families miss the simple, pressing clarity
of being poor.) What the military fears now is called the culture gap. By the final months of the
Second World War, one in ten Americans was serving in uniform; that number today is closer to
one in three hundred. When the draft ended in 1975, civilian culture and military culture shook
hands, exchanged phone numbers, and started to lose track of each other; military theorists
worry that most Americans have no firsthand knowledge of how their Army lives or what their
Army does.In its campaign against the culture gap, the Academy has retained a glossy New York
public relations firm. It has also participated in a Discovery Channel documentary about service
academies and allowed a TV crew—the same team responsible for Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman
—to film a pilot called West Point at West Point, in hopes it would do for the Academy what the
successful series Pensacola: Wings of Gold has done for Navy flight school. (I have watched the
pilot, which turns cadet life into sixty-minute story lines: hazing, binge drinking and the love that
flowers between the ranks.) For the same reason, West Point invited Rolling Stone to the
Academy; as a reporter I was granted unprecedented access to training, personnel, barracks
and cadets. In all, I spent four years on post, to find out what kind of men and women would
subject themselves to the intense discipline of West Point, and to discover what it means to
attend the Academy during the most trying time in its history.A West Point entering class is
literally a high school all-star team. The median grade point average is 3.5; 14 percent are Eagle
Scouts, 20 percent are class presidents, 60 percent are varsity team captains. Candidates are
flagged from a long way off, like aircraft approaching on radar. The Department of Admissions
boasts of having the most sophisticated database in the country: drop a line to West Point in the
sixth grade and you’ll receive correspondence from admissions every six months until you hit
high school, when the rate doubles. More than 50,000 juniors open Academy files; from there,
admissions becomes an endurance contest that produces 12,000 applicants, 6,000 physical
fitness exams and 4,000 official nominations (from senators, congressmen, the vice president or



the president); at the end, 1,200 cadets are left standing. (Even medical histories are fair game: if
you have flat feet, asthma, diabetes or any experience with Ritalin or antidepressant drugs,
chances are you’re out of the running.) The staff spends a careful forty hours with each file.
Cadets receive an education that’s famously valued at $250,000, and earn $600 in Army pay a
month. Each year brings an unforeseen problem. In 1998, when Saving Private Ryan was
sparking its resurgence of bystander patriotism at multiplexes around the country, the effect on
West Point was very different. “We had a number of people call in and close their files after
seeing the movie,” says Colonel Michael Jones, director of admissions. “They couldn’t make the
leap that we don’t fight those types of wars anymore.”Plebes spend their first summer at Cadet
Basic Training—Beast Barracks—where they get soldierized. Five weeks of all the things you’ve
seen in movies: sudden-death haircuts, buckle-shining, wall-jumping, scrambling cadets looking
perplexed. Plebes report with underwear and a toothbrush; everything else is Army issue. After
surviving Beast (the drop rate is about 10 percent), they enter a world where students don’t even
have the same names they do everyplace else. Sophomores are yearlings or yuks, juniors are
cows, seniors are firsties. They join one of the Academy’s thirty-two companies, in which every
aspect of their lives is overseen by an adult officer called a TAC. (Each company is assigned a
letter, number and name: there are the A-1 Apaches, the E-4 Elvis Lives!) They pledge to follow
an honor code: “A cadet will not lie, cheat, or steal, or tolerate those who do.” And their
development—as they say at West Point—begins.Cadets are developed, tested and ranked in
three areas: academic, military and physical. These fuse into the most important development
area: character. “Every person,” explains Colonel Kerry Pierce, director of Policy, Planning and
Analysis, “and every program and every experience must contribute to character.” Like many
adults at West Point, Pierce speaks with a kind of grave, armed courtesy—the voice of someone
who knows he’s better adapted for the world’s challenges than you are but doesn’t want to press
the point. West Point is a full-immersion experience, what the administration calls a “twenty-four-
hour, seven-day-a-week military environment.” Cadets don’t get summer vacations. Until firstie
year, they are required to be in uniform at all times. (A plebe hitting the bathroom for a small-
hours pee must slip on Army-issue sweats before stepping into a barracks hallway.) The process
of character-building is designed to be exhausting, and when it’s not exhausting, to be irritating.
A student at West Point is assigned five hours of homework each night, but a cadet’s daily
schedule allows for no more than three hours of study time. Then there is what’s known as Plebe
Knowledge: cadets are required to memorize pages of regulations, attack strategies, terrain,
weapons, mottos and traditions. They also master greetings: within days of arrival, a plebe has
to know the names of the 125 cadets in his or her company—no mean feat when all 4,000
cadets on post are dressed and barbered the same.Each of the three West Point programs
offers a clear way to win and a clear way to lose. Fail more than two academic courses and
you’re out of West Point. The military program includes field training like live-fire exercises and
jumping out of airplanes. (At West Point, military life is presented as a certain kind of courageous
fun: it’s fun to ride in helicopters and train on tanks; it’s especially fun to “blow stuff up.” When I



tell a lieutenant colonel at the Department of Military Instruction that I think something is “cool,”
he gently corrects me. “It’s fun,” he says.) Fail military tasks and you’re out of West Point.In the
physical program, cadets take the Army Physical Fitness Test twice a year. Deputy Director
Lieutenant Colonel Brian Morgan—who has the light step and honorably squashed features of a
middleweight boxer—explains the process. Fail once, you get another chance in sixty days; fail
twice, you get a second retest after thirty days; fail three times, pack your bags. Cadets are also
measured for weight and body fat; let yourself go, and you’re out of West Point. All male plebes
take boxing, where the main idea is not learning how to punch but learning how to be punched—
discovering you can take a hit and keep going. “It’s one of the best things for fear management
there is,” Morgan says, pacing the boxing room, below posters with brawny slogans like
“Champions never take the easy way out—pay the price” and “Fatigue makes cowards of
men.”The three separate rankings produce a single class rank. And unlike a college, where the
stomach-in-your-mouth feeling of checking grades comes only two or three times a year, cadet
rankings change every few days; you’re always being evaluated. “We develop them across these
programs and across the board,” Colonel Pierce says, “because as officers that’s what they’ve
got to be: physically, mentally, emotionally and ethically ready to do the job.” When you’re
finished, when you’ve absorbed the Academy’s lessons, you leave West Point with a new culture-
gap role: domestic ambassador. “There’s a growing difference between the values of the military
and society, and there always will be,” Pierce says. “That’s just the bottom line. So that’s the dual
responsibility: it’s up to the officers to explain the Army to society.”Most people spend their teens
and early twenties trying on moral codes, wearing them around the store, seeing which ones fit.
Part of the adventure of being an American is discovering what your values are and finding ways
to put them into practice. Cadets arrive at West Point and are given a ready-made identity—and
told it is perhaps the most valuable identity of all. This takes place at a time when every shift and
dilemma that’s hit the United States during half a century is crowding into West Point at once;
what West Point is shivering through is a decade of aftershock. Gender, identity, community,
globalism, multiculturalism, professionalism, pluralism, information technology, TV, political
correctness, wellness, progress of various kinds—all in the same delayed reaction. The
Academy is absorbing what it needs. The cadets are doing their best to stay on top of it, even as
they try to unlearn and relearn the lessons of their adolescence, and remake themselves as the
people the Army requires them to be.The Theory and Practice of HuahFirst Captain Rob Shaw is
twenty-five years old: tall, modest, blond, square-jawed, the kind of cadet West Point adults—
higher, as they’re called in Academy lingo—can look at and say, “Ah, the admissions process is
working like a top.” For cadets like Shaw, the Army functions as a kind of secular religion. There’s
a word you hear a lot at West Point: huah. (It’s the word Al Pacino rode to an Oscar as the retired
Infantry colonel in Scent of a Woman.) Huah is an all-purpose expression. Want to describe a
cadet who’s very gung-ho, you call them huah. Understand instructions, say huah. Agree with
what another cadet just said, murmur huah. Impressed by someone else’s accomplishment, a
soft, reflective huah. Rob Shaw is huah.Shaw’s military rank is number one, twelve places ahead



of Whitey Herzog. As a screen saver on his desktop computer, Shaw keeps a rotating sequence
of Successories, the inspirational corporate slogans you see advertised in airline magazines.
When I’m in his office, Rob’s Successory shows a pretty noble-looking eagle above the words
Duty—a Call Heard by the Brave. Shaw speaks in clipped, dialogue-sized versions of
Successories. Moving with an athlete’s physical economy—you almost never see clumsiness at
the Academy—he tours me around his office in brigade headquarters, shows me the plaque of
all the former West Point first captains, signatures in wood, reaching back deep into the 1800s.
“You look up and you see Robert E. Lee, William Westmoreland, Douglas MacArthur—General
MacArthur went on to do great things, as you know. Those are some big shoes to fill. To be
selected to lead people of this caliber, it’s just very humbling.”Shaw’s childhood was the classic
moving-around story. His father had health problems, and the relocations followed his treatment.
After high school in Raleigh, North Carolina—“My grades were horrible; I liked to have too much
fun”—Shaw ended up at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. It was another classic
story: everybody was going to college, and even though Rob had always wanted the Army, he
got on the same train. First year there, Rob pledged a fraternity, drank, blew off classes. “I
partied entirely too hard,” he says. He dropped out, got a job folding T-shirts at the Gap. Then he
enlisted in the Army. “My mother wasn’t too thrilled,” he says. “She shed some tears over it. She
kept saying, ‘Why don’t you go back to school? We’ll pay for school.’” But Rob loved the Infantry,
and after two years his platoon leader recommended him as a prior-service candidate to West
Point.At Fort Bragg, for the first time in his life, Rob felt completely at home. His voice turns
evangelical when he talks about it. “The Army just clicked for me,” he says. “I liked the demands, I
liked the schedule, I liked the way I was treated. Some people will tell you you get treated like a
child in the Army. But more often I see you’re told to do something, and if you fail to do it, you’re
held to a standard. You’re treated as a man.” Rob had cut through the tangle of civilian life onto
the clear, broad plains of the military. “Just stand in the middle of Fort Bragg in the middle of the
day—there’s such a sense of urgency. Airplanes are flying over. Everybody’s camoed up, going
out to train. Artillery rounds are being shot on the range; the windows rattle. At my college
fraternity, we called each other brothers and did rituals, and I thought, ‘Wow, this is pretty cool.’
But at Bragg I realized what real brotherhood was like—kind of a fire that melds people together.
You’re doing tough, challenging, dangerous things, for a good reason. It’s just an awesome
feeling.” Rob doesn’t like to imagine the Rob Shaw who would have stuck with the out-of-uniform
world. “One of my friends from high school, she works for IBM. She’s making money, but she
doesn’t get any fire from it. She’s not personally motivated to work other than to pay rent and
these sorts of things.”One weekend at Fort Bragg, Rob’s dad came to pick him up. They drove
off post, passed the long, heavy rows of aircraft at Pope Air Force Base. “And my dad just turned
to me and said, ‘You feel like you’re a part of something big and good, don’t you?’ I was like,
‘Absolutely.’ And that’s exactly what I was feeling: part of something that is big and powerful and
inherently good—and I believe the Army is inherently good. You’re not chasing money or
anything like that. I think it’s a noble profession. That’s why they call it the service. I literally would



wake up in the morning—and I still feel this way, not as much because I’m not in the field Army—
but when you see U.S. Army, it’s a good feeling. It’s a good feeling to be part of that
organization.”There are a number of acceptable answers to the question “What brought you to
West Point?” The one response you should never give is “mom and dad.” The idea is that your
parents’ ambitions will never be enough fuel for the rigors and sacrifices of four years at the
Military Academy. Yet Rob came to West Point because of his dad, in perhaps the one allowable
context. Robert Shaw Sr.’s medical problems—which had kept the family on the hop—stem from
injuries sustained in Vietnam. Before the war he was a high school All-American with athletic
scholarships to Dartmouth and Harvard. When the war began he enlisted. A couple of months
into his tour, his platoon was on patrol, and broke for lunch. “My dad just called it ‘a bad day,’”
Shaw says. All of a sudden they’re in an ambush; mortars raining everywhere, slugs, North
Vietnamese pouring from the trees. His father’s platoon leader lost it—hid in a ditch, wouldn’t
act, wouldn’t touch the radio, wouldn’t command.“My dad got torn up pretty good,” Rob says.
“They put him on the chopper not thinking he was going to make it, he was that blown up.” The
medic who rescued him was killed by a shot through the head; the helicopter that airlifted him to
a field hospital was so riddled, it never flew again. For years, Rob’s father walked with a cane;
there’s still shrapnel around his spine. Rob never found out what happened to the lieutenant who
was his father’s platoon leader. “But judging from discussions with my dad,” Rob says carefully, “I
don’t think he’s alive anymore, because most of his unit was killed. So I guess for me, I look at
my father and say, ‘I’m going to be the lieutenant that takes care of that Private Shaw in the
future.’ I want him and my troops to get home because I did the right thing all the way through.”A
week into the second term, I follow Shaw and the senior class to a mandatory presentation on
Bosnia in the flag-draped auditorium of Thayer Hall. The firsties enter wearing their dress
uniforms, in large groups; one thing you notice after a few hours at West Point is that cadets are
almost never alone. They find familiar seats (“Front left, baby, front left—I haven’t changed my
spot in four years”) and toss their gloves into their hats; uncapped, the auditorium becomes a
bumpy sea of very short haircuts. The presentation has been arranged because there are only
125 days until graduation (a bit of the Knowledge that plebes are expected to recite on
command), and as Shaw says, “The Army is becoming real for us. When you’re new the goal is
so far off, you don’t even think about it.” Lieutenants just returned from Bosnia—young officers
with only a couple of years on these cadets—step to the microphone and give quick briefings.
Throughout the hour, officers walk the rows, looking for sleeping cadets. They shake them by the
shoulder, whisper in their ears and lead them to the back of the auditorium, where they have to
watch standing up.Lieutenant John Byrom, class of ’95, grins throughout his presentation. “I was
in the southern part of Bosnia—mountains, beautiful area,” he says. “I had a great time. An
example: You’re a lieutenant, suddenly you get a call over your radio: ‘We need help, sir. We got
eight Serbs with AK-47s pointed at us telling us to drop our weapons. What do you want us to
do?’ Well, that has some strategic implications right there.” The firsties shout huah. “It’s tough. It’s
fun, too. I’m jealous of you all. You get to go out and be platoon leaders.”Dave Stephens, a stocky



twenty-four-year-old lieutenant, takes the lectern. “Everybody awake?” Huah. “How many of you
guys going Infantry?” Huah. “Two years ago, I was going through pretty much the same thing as
you guys, which was, ‘What do the next couple of years have in store for me?’ Well, Bosnia. And
I can guarantee you, a lot of you guys will be going to Bosnia too.” He tells them about Hill 562.
“All kinds of missions—you name it, we did it. We ran that hill.” He ends not on a note of
excitement but on the non-rousing note of safety. Force protection. “I don’t know what it’s worth
to you,” he says, “but a lot of stuff over there to me wasn’t worth losing a soldier. So you just gotta
remember, in any kind of confrontation, your number one thing is to get all these guys back
home. Unless you want to explain to their parents, it was worth it to you.” When the presentations
are over, the firstie class snaps up from its seats as a unit, holds at attention. The captain at the
lectern says, “Dismissed,” and the cadets leave together; another night they’ve been assured
that their work is important, challenging, of selfless value to their country.Private Rash’s
ProblemGeorge Rash, a plebe in Company G-4, has been having just a terrible time. Rash, the
son of two Army sergeants, grew up in Centerville, Georgia. (“It’s not even on the map,” he says.)
He came to West Point because he’d heard that “the military is a great way to go”: guaranteed
job, guaranteed housing, guaranteed medical—a no-brainer. George is a hard-luck cadet; even
his name is a hard-luck name. When he passes upperclassmen, they’ll sneer it out: Rash! Rash!
At presentations, when the call goes out for volunteers, other plebes will nominate George, just
for the pleasure of hearing adults say his unlikely name. He’s had problems with what’s called
military bearing: talks too much, looks around too much (between classrooms and barracks,
plebes are not supposed to look around or talk at all), doesn’t maintain a good uniform
appearance. He hasn’t done so well on the physical side, either, because he injured his knee in
a fall at Captain D’s, a southern fried-fish chain; that’s the kind of luck Rash has.Rash’s West
Point difficulties started right off with Beast Barracks. Beast features road marching—eight
miles, ten miles, fifteen miles—and George’s feet did not love the boot. “The shoes were too
narrow, and I didn’t get to change the socks often enough,” he says. George came down with
trench foot: clammy skin, blisters on top of blisters. “It was ugly,” he says with satisfaction. “The
doctors had never seen blisters that bad.” I ask if this will always be a marching problem. “I hope
not,” George answers. “But probably.”Rash had straight A’s in high school, 1400 on his SATs; he’s
obviously a bright kid. He wears glasses, and his skin is covered with the kind of pimples a face
sometimes grows out of sheer embarrassment. His expression is a perplexed, willed blankness;
he’s ready to be liked. Things have turned awful, but if he ignores them—who knows?—maybe
they’ll go back to being good again. None of this is helped by George’s being Jewish in a school
full of practicing Christians. Every Sunday morning, the post bustles with scrubbed people
headed for church, like a small town. (The Academy even has an official prayer: “. . . Strengthen
and increase our admiration for honest dealing and clean thinking . . . Encourage us in our
endeavor to live above the common level of life . . .”) Some of the more devout kids keep trying to
convert George, explaining how Judaism is the wrong religion, that Christ is the only path to
salvation. “Basically, a lot of ’em say Jesus is really the best way to go,” George shrugs.But



Rash’s fundamental problem lies elsewhere. West Point operates on a kind of fanatical male
efficiency—the efficiency of timetables, faster computers, a road atlas that leads you to the
shortcuts. (You imagine one reason for all the acronyms of military life is that somewhere deep in
the Pentagon, manpower analysis has revealed how much troop time is saved through
abbreviations on a year-by-year basis.) Upon arrival at West Point, cadets are issued a thick
book called The United States Corps of Cadets Standard Operating Procedures. The USCC
SOP contains black-and-white photos of the most efficient way desktops, closets, sinks,
shelves, uniforms and dressers can be organized; cadets are graded on how well they match it.
Even punishments are efficient. Make an error at West Point and your punishment will be
something like raking leaves or painting walls; you are corrected, but the correction has
maintenance byproducts for the Academy. Plebes deliver laundry and sweep halls; it teaches
them to follow orders, and efficiently keeps uniforms circulating and the grounds looking neat.
The idea of military dialogue is to hold the word count to a minimum. (At Beast Barracks, plebes
are issued their four boiled-down official responses: “Yes sir,” “No sir,” “Sir, I do not understand,”
and “No excuse, sir.”) The idea of a uniform is to make dressing automatic.In this world, George
is inefficient; he can’t tell what information is more important than other information. “His
problems are brain-fart-type things,” a yuk tells me. “He’s just one of those plebes
upperclassmen like to nail.” George has been corrected, yelled at, told to write thousand-word
essays on the value of respect, locked up at attention for forty-five minutes at a time. Even the
taunts against him are wonderfully efficient—just his unbelievable name: Rash! Rash!On a
damp, warm day in January, George’s problems come to a head. He failed the Army Physical
Fitness Test last November; today he gets his second shot. The remedial APFT will be
administered by a huah young Infantry captain named Jim DeMoss. DeMoss is the TAC officer
for Rash’s company, the G-4 Fighting Guppies. A thirty-two-year-old Academy graduate, he
served with distinction in Operation Just Cause in Panama and in Desert Storm in the Gulf:
medals, citations, stories. As a TAC, DeMoss is a combination role model, counselor and
disciplinarian for the 125 cadets in G-4.If George can’t pass, he’ll get one more shot. If he fails
again, he’ll be booted from the Academy. The Army is about meeting standards—clear,
nonnegotiable benchmarks of expectation and performance—and that’s the beauty of it, as
opposed to the civilian world, where invisible standards shiver and evaporate as you approach
them. Cadets must complete at least forty-two push-ups in two minutes; they must complete at
least fifty-three sit-ups in two minutes; they must be able to run two miles in less than 15:54.
DeMoss right now is the stonefaced representative of those standards, but it’s clear he wants to
see his cadets pass. When I first meet DeMoss, I can hardly bear to be in a room with him; he
has short hair, an athletic build, and a kind of piercing stare. After I’ve known him a while, I
understand that the stare is a type of social optimism. He’s looking into your eyes and hoping
he’ll find some portion of the drive and ethic he has in his; after a while, all you can do is look up
and meet his expression, come what may. The G-4 physical development sergeant, a kid named
Jim Edgar, is here with Captain DeMoss as the timekeeper. The cadets meet in Gillis Field



House, down by the Hudson, and loosen up—roll necks, shake out ankles. Three plebes: Rob
Anders (muscular, cocky, compact), who failed his November APFT through “a comedy of
errors” he’d rather not talk about; Rash; and a tall, midwestern, small-eyed, corn-fed kid named
Patrick Schafer. Rash paces the floor mats nervously. Schafer moves with grudging deliberation,
like an old dog that doesn’t like any of the places it’s allowed to sit.Push-ups come first. Anders
lays down sixty-six fluid push-ups. Schafer finishes with a breathless forty-seven. DeMoss
crouches beside the cadets as they work, checking the time and calling the count, giving gruff
encouragement in his soft Texas accent. “. . . Twenty-three . . . twenty-four—come on, now.
Twenty-five . . . twenty-six—good work, keep it goin’.” Rash tops out at fifty-six, and when he
stands he has a farmer’s tan: red neck, red ears, red arms.“Next is the sit-up,” DeMoss says.
“Minimum is fifty-three. Feet up to twelve inches apart, shoulder blades do not have to touch the
ground.” Anders settles into position first, Rash holding his sneakers. “Five . . . six—good pace
now,” DeMoss tells him. “Fourteen . . . fifteen—pick it up.” Anders bounces to his feet after
seventy sit-ups; his embarrassment has now diminished by two-thirds. Schafer starts slowly,
rocking back and forth; DeMoss has to remind him to lace his fingers behind his head. At twenty-
two, he’s flagging. “Keep goin’!” DeMoss tells him. “Thirty, thirty-one—let’s go—thirty-two, thirty-
three—come on now, don’t raise your butt—thirty-four—come on, let’s go. Thirty-seven, thirty-
eight—how much time we got left?” Jim Edgar says, “Thirty seconds.” The plebe’s motions are
becoming agony. “Thirty-nine, forty—let’s go, pump them!” “Everything you got!” Anders calls.
“Forty-one, forty-two, time.” And just like that, Schafer has failed his remedial APFT.But he still
has to hold Rash’s sneakers. With a cool, dead look in his eye Schafer kneels on the mat as
Rash removes his glasses. After ninety seconds, Rash has forty-nine sit-ups and is grunting with
an awful defecatory look. He finishes at sixty-one. “Good work,” DeMoss says.They walk
outdoors into light rain, cross a slim parking lot. “OK, men,” DeMoss says. “Two-mile run. No
matter how you did in there, you’re gonna give it all on this event. Schafer, you with me? Huah.”
The two-mile course covers a thin gray crumble of a road between the Hudson River and the
West Point sewage treatment facility, which today is giving off its pungent reminder that all men
are corporeal and fallible; many cadets are convinced the course skirts the sewage plant for just
this purpose. “Fifteen fifty-four is our time,” says DeMoss. “You can run in any uniform you want,
and you can shed gear along the way if you don’t want to carry it. Any questions? Huah. On your
marks, get set, go.” And the three cadets go trotting off down the road. After a few minutes, the
three dots spread themselves out; a shorter, hard-charging dot pulling ahead, a tall dot in the
middle and, in the back, a dot with glasses. Anders comes back at 13:40, barely winded. He
picks up his sweatshirt and heads off to barracks. At 14:30 DeMoss jogs a little ways down the
road to give some encouragement. Schafer is just in view; Rash is still a speck in the distance.
DeMoss runs alongside Schafer. “Come on—you want this—pick it up now.” Schafer finishes
with a 15:49. With an incredible encouragement barrage from DeMoss, Rash comes in at 16:48,
nearly a minute behind the standard. He staggers a few steps past the finish and collapses on
the grass.In thirty days, Rash and Schafer will get one last crack at the APFT; if Schafer can’t



improve on sit-ups or Rash can’t pass his run, they’ll be out. Schafer needs to add only eleven
sit-ups, but Rash has to shave a full fifty-four seconds off his time. He nods “Yes sir” as DeMoss
states this to him, but his face clouds over. Walking to barracks, Rash explains his determination
to pass: “If you’re kicked out, it better be over something significant that you don’t have a hand
in.”Plebes tend to stick together, to help each other with duties and school work, with the shoe-
shining and room-straightening and moral support you need to survive at the scrappy bottom of
the military food chain. But in the coming weeks, the G-4 plebes start avoiding Rash, freezing
him out, acting like he’s already half gone from the Academy. “Nobody’s helping him,” plebe
Jasmine Rose says. “It’s kind of bad in a way. He has to cut off so much running time—the
plebes aren’t helping him because they don’t think he’s going to make it.”The ChangesTen years
ago—before CLDS, the Cadet Leader Development System—leadership training at West Point
was simple: once you stopped being a plebe, your assignment was to make new plebes
miserable. It was three on one, the upper classes competing for the command experience of
getting plebes to quit. (The old attrition rate was around 40 percent; it stands at 20 percent
today.)That’s all gone now. As of 1998, the cadets have ranks: plebes are privates, yearlings are
corporals, cows are sergeants, firsties are officers. They have the responsibilities that those
ranks carry in Army life. This is part of a system of changes at West Point so global that inside
Academy walls they’re referred to simply as The Changes.In a society like West Point,
information is a closed ecosystem, circulating like weather: it travels upward through chains of
command, accumulates, pauses, and then rains down as orders. So when a cadet flunks an
academic course—or gets into honor trouble or, like George, fails an APFT—the data work their
way from company cadets to their TAC and finally to the Brigade Tactical Department, the eye in
the sky, which watches everything. “The cadets think we’re just a big spy network staying up
twenty-five hours a day,” explains Colonel Joseph Adamczyk, the brigade tactical officer.
Adamczyk, in his forties, has the stringy, whittled, cheerful look of a man who just parachuted
behind enemy lines to attend a surprise party. Cadets call him Skeletor—after the needling villain
of the cartoon He-Man—because he’s the Academy disciplinarian. Walk the post in scuffed
shoes, in a wrinkled or otherwise unserviceable uniform, with sideburns below ear tips, and
Adamczyk will appear beside you to ask why you aren’t meeting the standard. His reasoning is
militarily sound: If you can’t keep the amateur military hardware of West Point mission-capable,
how will you make out with a helicopter, or a tank? Adamczyk tells me the following joke: “West
Point represents two hundred years of tradition unhampered by progress.” He graduated with the
class of ’72—when being in the Army meant being in the Army in Vietnam—and understands the
need for The Changes. “Society has certainly evolved,” he says, “and West Point has
evolved.”The smaller changes are atmospheric, as if the Academy has been receiving
transmissions from Oprah. Cadets now take courses in stress reduction, eating disorders,
nutrition and what’s called wellness. Plebes learn the Wellness Wheel. “It’s a circle with spokes
coming out from the center,” explains Colonel Maureen LeBoeuf, whose official title as director of
physical education is Master of the Sword. “The spokes are emotional, physical, spiritual,



intellectual, career, social. If it’s not balanced, the wheel won’t roll.” Tobacco—that Army mainstay
—is now frowned upon; alcohol—the serviceman’s rowdy old pal—has become the kind of
guest who’s not really welcome in the house. (A poster called “Risky Business” is required
decoration for cadet rooms. The poster begins, “The decision to drink is RISKY BUSINESS.”)
Even racy photographs have made their way into an annex to the USCC SOP: “Cadets need to
refrain from displaying or viewing sexually explicit materials that could be offensive to others . . .
the decorum expected of a society of ladies and gentlemen dictates . . .” (I follow Colonel
Adamczyk on a barracks inspection, during which he lifts a framed snapshot and turns to the
cadet. “We’ve got a picture here of a young lady celebrating what is obviously some sort of a
birthday party—one-point-five-liter bottle of wine up to her lips. I’m not too sure she would be too
flattered to know that various and sundry folks were lookin’ at it.”)Each of the thirty-two West
Point companies has a separate chain of command with posts the cadets fill: honor
representative, military development officer. The companies also include a respect-for-others
officer, to promote racial and sexual awareness, and a community service officer, who
encourages cadets to dust their hands off and get involved. “They do wonderful things,” says
Colonel Barney Forsythe, vice dean for education. Serve in soup kitchens, bang together A-
frames with Habitat for Humanity, design Web sites for women’s shelters. In the spring, cadets
are “huggers” at the Special Olympics—they wait for athletes at the tape with an embrace.
Which raises a question: I ask Forsythe if this ever interferes with the Army’s traditional role of
applying coercive violence. He talks for a moment about “broad spectrums” and “operational
requirements.” Then he says, “It’s really tough. I won’t speak for the Army, I’ll speak for myself in
this regard. I don’t know that we’ve fully sorted all this out yet. How to, on the one hand, prepare
people for the violence of combat, yet equip those same people for the midrange peacekeeping
operation and the humanitarian maneuver. Helping cadets not only to learn the sort of traditional
warrior spirit—physical courage, obedience to orders in the heat of battle—but also to develop a
genuine respect for other people and their welfare is a huge challenge.” These are elements of
what some cadets call the “Nice-Guy Army.”The largest changes involve plebes. “In 1968,”
Colonel Adamczyk says, “when I came to West Point, society lived on the myth of West Point
toughness: the physical harassment, the verbal denigration, the deprivation.” Hazing—even after
CLDS—had always been unofficially tolerated at West Point. A firstie could grab a plebe for
shower detail: put him in a poncho, yell, lock him up at attention against a wall, make him recite
Knowledge for hours until he passed out. Plebes would sweat so much inside the poncho it
looked like someone had showered there. A plebe who kept making Knowledge mistakes might
be ordered to a firstie room for hanging out or swimming detail. Every cadet has a wall locker, a
closet with two doors that swing out. For hanging out, a plebe would dangle by his pits between
the closet doors. For swimming detail, the plebe would lie across the tops of the doors and make
swimming motions for however long—minutes, half hours—the upperclassman felt was
deserved. (As a plebe, Rob Shaw was forced to wear a female’s uniform and had chicken
nuggets dumped on his head.) The administration itself engaged in a kind of haze; whatever



privileges you’d managed to win as an eighteen-year-old, you surrendered instantly. (Going to
the Military Academy was like being sent away to a military academy.) No music, no telephone,
no opportunity to go off post; TV was a glowing, distant memory. As late as 1995, plebe year was
so frightening that new cadets would pee in their own sinks rather than risk the walk to the
bathroom, where upperclassmen were probably ready and waiting with some kind of haze.In
1997, Commandant General John Abizaid arrived and began enforcing the no-haze policy. As of
1998, if you hazed a plebe with even violent yelling, you’d be reprimanded; if it happened
repeatedly, you’d be expelled. (The USCC SOP: “Cadets found to have committed hazing [are]
subject to separation and/or court-martial.”) The model now is to correct plebes in a firm, polite
voice. Plebes no longer have to ping—a kind of racewalk—between barracks or wear knee
socks pulled all the way up, which made them both eyesores to the landscape and unmistakable
as targets. Plebes can listen to music through their computers the first semester they arrive at
West Point; plebes are given walking privileges outside the reservation; plebes have phones in
their rooms; plebes have TV cards in their computers, which take major channels plus
CNN.Hard-line graduates e-mail the superintendent complaining the place is soft, will turn out
soft officers. In the world of abbreviations that is West Point, the old graduates have developed a
shorthand expression for what’s wrong. They say, “The corps has”—which is short for “The corps
has gone to hell. “Adamczyk doesn’t have much patience for corps-has: “No class—although
they will always tell you—has a tougher plebe year than any other class.” But there’s even some
corps-has among cadets. “When I was a plebe, we stuck in our rooms out of fear,” Whitey
Herzog tells me. “Now the plebes are staying in their rooms, but they’re watching TV. They’re
watching Friends.”Meet the GoodfellasLate January at West Point is known as Gloom Period.
Gray weather, gray walkways, gray uniforms, sky pressing down. Because it’s Gloom Period, it’s
a good time to get the hell off post and do something fun, so Whitey Herzog calls his three best
friends and arranges to drive to a bar in nearby Tarrytown, New York; there’ll be drinking, there’ll
be music, there’ll be girls. Brian Supko—captain of the corps’ baseball team and once drafted by
the Toronto Blue Jays—is seeing a girl at Marymount College; she’ll bring friends to the bar.As
they say in the joint, no one makes it through alone. Whitey runs with a crew—together they’re
known as the Goodfellas. “We all pretty much had the same calling to be here,” Whitey explains.
“Didn’t come for grades or sports. And it’s funny, whenever we get together, there’s never a night
where for forty-five minutes we don’t start talking about what we’d do in battle. We talk about war,
how much it matters to us. Some people think maybe it’s not cool to always talk about combat
and shit, but I’ll tell you what, the Goodfellas, we do. We joke about it—that sounds kind of sick—
but we believe it, and someday that’s going to be put to the test.”One night—before they were
called the Goodfellas—they rented the video: they saw guys working their way through an
organization, soldiering, watching out for each other, learning a code. They said, “Hey, that’s us.”
All firsties wear West Point rings (in the old days, graduates were called ring thumpers, because
they would knock their rings against desks so other West Pointers would notice), and the
Goodfellas had their crew name inscribed on the inside rim. When Whitey wrote the inscription



on the order form, the woman looked up. “Oh, so you’re one of the Goodfellas?”It’s Yearling
Winter Weekend at West Point, and General Norman Schwarzkopf is speaking at the Saturday
yearling banquet, so Whitey arranges for the Goodfellas to head out after that. There’s also
going to be a concert, which Whitey doesn’t plan to attend. Friday lunch, an announcement is
made in the dining hall: “Attention all cadets: the uniform for the Dave Matthews concert is dress
gray with blazer option. Civilian clothes are not allowed in performance at Eisenhower Hall.
Please continue eating.”The West Point landscape is structured to remind cadets how important
their mission is—so that any place the eye touches down, in some idle moment, there is the
potential for character-building. Statues of honored graduates dot the campus (Patton,
MacArthur), and the library is hung with pictures of Academy heroes (J.E.B. Stuart, Eisenhower,
more Patton), as if to continually advertise the West Point experience to people who have in fact
already decided to attend West Point. On the outsides of buildings are plaques commemorating
the feats of West Point grads in battle, which cadets stop to read. “‘Albert Leopold Miller, 1 July
1898, for bravery and coolness’—wow, shit, check this—‘after being shot through the head.’”
General Schwarzkopf’s visit serves the same purpose—the fact that this man has traveled here,
stepped out from the TV news programs to eat, talk and share the airspace with the yearling
class.Before the banquet, the yearling classes of G-4 and H-4 meet for a reception. West Point is
a continual dress rehearsal for life in the military, so when cadets gather at an official social, the
objective is not so much for them to have a good time as it is to learn how to comport
themselves at Army functions. Once a year, the TACs of each company invite their firsties to
dinner: cadets learn how to RSVP to an invitation, how to make conversation in a superior’s
living room, how to write the thank-you note. Jim DeMoss, the G-4 TAC, is here. So is Captain
Andrea Thompson, the TAC of Whitey’s company, the H-4 Hogs. The cadets are in the full dress
uniform, with its many buttons and its big Frankenstein bolts at the neck. Captain DeMoss’s wife
hands out drinks. A frisky Oklahoman, Mrs. DeMoss tells me that when she and Jim were first
married, “we made a rule—Jim couldn’t talk in acronyms.”DeMoss and Thompson have quite
different leadership philosophies. Jim DeMoss grew up in a military household, graduated from
West Point in 1988. To be invited back as a TAC is a great plum and a career advancer. “I mean,
I’ve been fortunate enough that everything, all the stars have lined up for me,” he says humbly.
Almost everything Jim DeMoss says is humble in this way, and could be printed in a phrase
book for Army life, and this is the mark of Army success. Not that you learn to cleverly mimic the
official Army philosophy, but that you absorb it so thoroughly that when you speak from the
heart, what comes out is the official Army philosophy.In many ways, Jim DeMoss stands for
West Point as it’s always been. His office in the Forty-seventh Division is spartan; every
decoration has Army significance. Coins from his old regiments, Army insignia, Army
photographs, Army slogans. I ask him about the medal—the Bronze Star with Valor—he
received for work in Desert Storm, and he shrugs it off: “Definitely I got it because I was in the
position of responsibility. It’s like everything else—mostly because of my soldiers. I was in the
right place at the right time.” When he does academic counseling (kids failing courses), he



sends cadets off with Army-style motivation: “Now get out there and kick some English
butt.”Andrea Thompson, thirty-two, grew up in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and has the hard, flinty
beauty of the plains states. In many ways, her command style is an expression of the new, more
culturally fluent West Point. You get the impression that Jim DeMoss spreads himself over G-4
and says, “I am the standard, do the right thing”; Thompson seems to say, “Don’t look at me, be
yourselves, and surprise me by that being the right thing.” She graduated from the University of
South Dakota on an ROTC scholarship and planned to spend only a few years in the Army. She’s
now past the ten-year mark. “The people and the lifestyle appealed to me,” she says with the
soldier’s basic mix of romance and pragmatism. “I love the team concept. And what other job do
you know of where you’re going to depend on people to your left and your right to save your
life?”Captain Thompson keeps a GI Joe lunch box on her desk; she’s got a Slinky on her cabinet
and a Gumby doll on her filing chest. Symbolism: “So my cadets know you always have to be
flexible.” Walk into her office in the afternoon and you’ll hear her playing Liz Phair or Hole’s
Celebrity Skin through the crappy boom box she bought at the PX store. “She’s cool as shit,”
Whitey says of his TAC. “She’s straight up; there’s no gimmick. I think she’s a real person. She
likes to party and have a good time and that helps, because she understands a lot.”Many male
cadets are here with dates. The dates look like astronauts’ wives; there seems to be a uniform
standard of prettiness for cadet girlfriends. The dresses the girls wear mostly follow the
promdress model: crossing straps, flounces, corsages. Some expose shoulder tattoos. Cadets
aren’t allowed to get tattooed while at West Point (nor is anyone allowed to wear a tongue stud,
though if you stare in people’s mouths while they talk, you’ll occasionally see a flash of illicit
steel). But their dates are, and when I attend similar banquets for cows and firsties I see more
tattoos, more piercings, as their dates continue their voyage into civilian life.The Goodfellas hook
up about an hour later. Whitey rolls by in a big four-door Olds; Brian Supko parks next to him in a
snappy BMW. (Firsties are the only cadets allowed to keep cars—POVs, personally owned
vehicles—on post, and there are a lot of cars. At the end of junior year, West Point offers each
cadet what’s called a Cow Loan: $18,000, at an incredibly low interest rate. Half tends to go for a
car and the West Point ring, the rest gets invested.) The Goodfellas load into two vehicles, stop
at the all-night grocery to grab a few packs of condoms (“It’s gonna be a party-fest,” Whitey
explains; they’ve signed out for the night and booked rooms at the Best Western), then make the
half-hour drive south.The Goodfellas operate like an interpersonal squad. Supko, a handsome
preppy kid from San Diego, father a Marine colonel, is the face guy. “Brian’s the player in the
crew,” Whitey explains. (Supko says, “I don’t know how it got started, but like the joke around
school is that my major is women.”) John Mini, a shallow-chested, deep-voiced cadet from
Redding, California—near the Oregon desert, where he and his dad shooed kids doing Satan-
worshiping stuff off the lawn—is the brains. He was a chess prodigy at age thirteen, walked into
the Junior Nationals on an impulse and walked out undefeated two weeks later with the
championship. He’s branching Armor. Twenty years from now, the other Goodfellas are sure
they’ll turn on CNN and see General John Mini giving a briefing; he has that quiet, reasonable



presence.Antonio Ignacio—Iggy—is the Goodfellas’ enforcer, a burly, thick-voiced Filipino. His
dad was a Philippine marine, brought the family to America in 1983 for the better life. Sixteen
years later, his son is graduating from West Point. Iggy is going Infantry and is hard-core on
military discipline; one night, he took a cigarette, put it out against his forearm, turned to the
Goodfellas and said, “This is for if I ever let you down.” He and Whitey call each other pare, a
Filipino word that more or less means “best buds.” He turns a few cigarettes upside down in
each pack, so when the Goodfellas draw one, they might get lucky; when he wants to change
the subject or doesn’t want to answer a question, he says, “’Cause the sky is blue, and God
loves the Infantry.” Whitey is the Goodfellas’ squad leader, the NCO, the guy who stirs the drink.
(Nicknames: since plebes aren’t allowed to address each other by first name, cadets usually end
up with a name based on family name or their hobbies. Supko is Suppy, Ignacio is Iggy. Whitey’s
roommate is Rob “Harley” Whitten because he practically grew up on a motorcycle. Don Herzog
ended up with “Whitey” after Whitey Herzog, the former manager of the St. Louis Cardinals. John
Mini’s name functions as a nickname by itself just because it’s so much fun to say: John
Mini.)After thirty minutes, the Goodfellas pull into the Tarry Inn, an Irish bar Whitey has chosen
because of the jukebox. He feeds in five bucks and plots the tunes: Stones, Van Morrison,
Allman Brothers, Hendrix, Grateful Dead—the music he’s loved since high school. John Mini and
Iggy go to the bar and begin the process of liquoring up. Suppy talks to the women, laying down
the conversational smoke until everyone can get comfortable. The Goodfellas make their
standard toast, an inversion of the West Point honor code: “If you’re going to lie, lie to save a
friend. If you’re going to cheat, cheat for a friend. And if you’re going to drink, get drunk with the
Goodfellas.” They do a shot of Jack to their future military careers: “That we may never fuck up
on our soldiers.” Then there are drinking games: if a Goodfella is caught holding a beer with his
right hand instead of his left, someone will call “Bull moose!” and he has to pound it down; if Iggy,
say, feels like pulling a don’t-move, he’ll shout “Don’t move” and Whitey, or whoever, has to stay
frozen until Iggy says, “Get the fuck out of there.” At first it feels like dumb frat stuff; then you
realize the subtext. These kids are practicing to be soldiers: following orders, being aware of
what they’re doing, perfecting the bonds that will determine their careers. There will be a payoff
in their future; for frat kids, it’s all about socking away future memories, constructing a past. “The
friends I make here, they’re my buddies,” Iggy says. “They’re my family, man. That’s all there is to
it.”The Goodfellas talk in a kind of cadet slang that serves two purposes: it keeps nonmilitary
personnel out, and it locks you in, since who else can you speak to in what’s become your native
language? The West Point ring is the GLS, the golden leg spreader, for the effect it has on
women. A cadet who’s getting it done has his shit squared away, is a stud; a cadet who isn’t is
ate up. A cadet who doesn’t do anything is a slug; a cadet who turns in other cadets to make
himself look good is a toolbag. Correcting someone is developing him. Correcting hard is ripping
shit. Getting jacked up is being taken out of action; racking is napping. And, like most cadets,
they speak with a modified southern accent—Army model—in which the gerund ending ing
simply doesn’t exist, and words like isn’t or didn’t become idn’t and dudn’t. Even West Point



officers speak this way, to suggest some appropriate and basic male discomfort with language,
with the world of thoughts instead of deeds, as if words can be made a little more boss by using
a knife edge to flick away excess letters.What brought the Goodfellas together before they were
even the Goodfellas was the hardship of the old plebe system; they were probably the last class
to go through hazing, and it’s a system they appreciate and miss.“If you’d come our plebe year,
you’d have seen sumpin’ different,” Whitey says. “Iggy gets really down about it’cause he cares,
he’s hardcore. When he was first sergeant”—a company’s highest-ranking cow—“he’d rip shit,
and he’d correct it.” Having their shit ripped made the Goodfellas tight; one of the efficient
byproducts of plebe-year stress is what’s called unit cohesion, the bonds that cadets form. In
battle, what often drives soldiers isn’t simple courage but a complicated version of crisis loyalty,
the desire to not let down their friends. Suppy, Whitey, Iggy and John Mini survived plebe year
together. “First couple months, we were scared to leave our rooms,” Whitey says. “We had the
stories of guys not going to the bathroom, everything. Pretty quickly, we knew how we had to act
out in the hallway, what was expected of us. The thing about it is, if you were squared away and
you kept tryin’, the upperclassmen eventually respected you.”Whitey takes a tug of beer. “This
one guy, he ripped me so many times my team leader had to confront him. He hammered me.”
Branch Night of that year—in November, when seniors learn how they’ll serve—the plebes had
to write the firsties congratulation cards. Whitey asked to make this guy one: “‘Congratulations
on going Armor, I respect what you’re doing. Cadet Herzog.’“When they came back from drinking
all night—and that night’s wild—me and some plebes were cutting through the bathrooms. And
that guy’s in there pissing, he goes, ‘Halt.’ We all halt. He goes, ‘Everybody leave but Herzog.’
They left. OK. We don’t do this anymore—it’s called blood-branching, a bonding thing. But he
gets in the stall, hands over his head. He goes, ‘All right, you’ve been waiting for this all
semester. Give me your best shot.’ And he puts the Armor pin in his T-shirt, no pin backings. And
I just go—boom!—I hit him right there as hard as I could. Then he had me pull the pin out. Blood
everywhere. But then he took me in his room and gave me a cigar. We smoked cigars together
and talked.”In that guy’s eyes, Whitey had passed a test. “That’s why I love plebe year,” Whitey
says. “That’s why I’ve stuck it out for four years. I accomplished something. For me it was huge.”
And knowing you could take it—take the punch—helped with everything after plebe year. “I’ll tell
you, it helped with the Rangers,” Whitey says. “I mean, four days before our first mission, briefing
rooms, planning, sleeping three hours a night, everything. Then we get up, I’m wearing body
armor, which is heavy as shit. Long airplane flight to the objective, get on a helicopter for an hour
—which is loud as shit. Fly there, run around, fight. That just wears you out. But I knew from
plebe year that I could handle it. I knew I could handle stress, I could handle a little insanity for a
little while. So what happens to these plebes when the bullets start flying? I’ve got two plebes on
my mess hall table. You know, they’re pretty good, they’re disciplined, they’re quiet, they sit there.
But I say something—‘How many days till I graduate?’—if I say it even a little stern, they go, ‘Oh-
oh-oh.’”Goofballs and GomersKevin Hadley, George Rash’s roommate, did not have a difficult
time in Beast Barracks. “It was tiring,” the slim eighteen-year-old says. But Kevin grew up in rural



Westfield, Indiana, putting in the hours at his dad’s veterinary practice. “That’s hard work. Lot of
people board their dogs there. Feed ’em, spray down their poop, walk ’em, pick up their poop, lot
of poop—it’s all about poop.” A few weeks into Beast training, a friend of Hadley’s from back
home dropped out. “He was kind of a preppy dude, a golf player. Well, I knew he wasn’t gonna
make it—he was too sensitive. I don’t jell with sensitive people. When I heard that, I just laughed.
I was like, ‘This justifies this place, if he can’t make it.’”Companies G-4 and H-4 are located next
door to each other, in tall buildings called divisions. (The majority of the companies live on long
hallways in MacArthur and Bradley barracks.) Cadets live two to a room like college students;
what makes division rooms unique is the floor-to-ceiling pasteboard partition between the beds,
which cadets call a spank wall. No matter where George and Kevin sit in their room, there seems
to be a spank wall between them; they just don’t like each other. “We both know what buttons to
push,” George says, “and we don’t mind pushing ’em.”While George, wearing headphones,
watches The X-Files on his computer, Kevin explains what brought him to West Point. “I was
thinking guns and glory.” Today’s cadets are the children of the Reagan buildup, the lift-weights-
and-kick-Soviet-butt movies like Rambo, Rocky IV, Red Dawn and, especially, Top Gun. Kevin’s
dream was to be a fighter pilot—which meant the Air Force Academy—but his bad eyesight
meant the Military Academy. He plans to go Infantry. “I wanna do cool stuff and take advantage
of my opportunities here,” Kevin says. He looks darkly at George. “What insults me is that you
come here expecting a certain standard. It’s nothing that nobody else dudn’t say. And when
other people are goofballs or Gomers, it pisses me off. It insults me when people who can’t do
fifty push-ups wear the same uniform as I do. Or anybody that makes excuses or honor
violations and can’t meet the piddly standards that we have around here. If you can’t, fine—I’m
sure you’ll be fantastic at another college. It sounds all huah, but it comes down to you’re gonna
be leading men someday.”But however bumpy Hadley’s roommate situation gets, it still
represents an upgrade over last semester. After Beast, Kevin found himself shoehorned into a
cramped triple with plebes Josh Rizzo and Reid “Huck” Finn—athletes. Rizzo is a bantam-sized
second baseman from Flatbush whom the company has nicknamed “Johnny Brooklyn.” Finn is a
beefy football player from Baton Rouge. After a while, the athletes became two different accents
speaking the same kind of bad: up all hours, swearing, passing around the dip can. “It was a
challenge,” Kevin says, “’cause I’m a very Christian guy, and they were always dippin’. And when
you think of dipping, do you picture someone who probably goes to parties and gets drunk, or a
guy who wants a relationship with God?” Finn was one of those wild-flying kids who make a
mission out of obeying as few rules as possible; he could get into West Point trouble even when
he wasn’t at West Point. In the airport after Thanksgiving break, a suitcase in each fist, Finn
pulled on his hat for the scuttle from baggage claim to taxi stand. A firstie spied his uniform and
reminded Finn of the rule prohibiting indoor headgear. Finn looked him over, asked who he was.
“I’m a cadet,” the firstie replied. Huck deployed his sure hand for West Point courtesy: “Well,
listen, cadet—we ain’t at fuckin’ West Point right now.” Finn got written up for the hat, plus a
bonus for not shaving and for general belligerence. (In the room, Finn had a simple explanation



for Rizzo: “The guy was a douchebag.”) Whatever else you might say about Rash, as least
Hadley knows he’s trying.Plebe Jasmine Rose—dusky-skinned, pretty, half black and half
Panamanian—lives two floors down from Hadley and Rash; like the other G-4 plebes, she’s
been following Rash’s problems. She came because her dad was a career enlisted soldier (one
of only about 7 percent of West Pointers whose parents are). She liked the look of the military
lifestyle, and her father told her that if she wanted to do it, go as an officer. “He said in the
enlisted ranks you take a lot of crap from everybody else,” Jasmine says. “Being an officer, it’s a
lot better—you get better pay, and life’s easier.” Jasmine and her roommate, Maria Auer, quiz
each other every morning on news headlines. Another part of plebe Knowledge is being a
walking CNN kiosk. Upperclassmen can ask for news updates at any time. (Plebes used to have
to read the New York Times, but now they read the Web version. West Point efficiency: [a]
cheaper, [b] drills students in technical skills necessary for the coming information battlefield.)
On Jasmine’s door is a copy of the Washington Mess Hall menu, every meal for a month. It
might be disheartening to know what you’ll be eating four weeks in advance, but plebes must
also be capable of telling upperclassmen what they will be served every day.For Jasmine, the
rough stuff is not plebe life but academics, especially math and chemistry. Strange things keep
you going at the Academy. Last fall, two G-4 plebes dropped out within weeks of each other:
cadets Sanford and Nett. “They were doing great in classes, didn’t seem like they were being
bothered too much by upperclassmen.” One day Jasmine came back from class and Nett was
dressed in civilian clothes. That was that. Another afternoon in English class, Sanford asked
Jasmine exactly what kind of paperwork he’d need to get signed for quitting; he said he was just
wondering. Couple weeks later, Sanford was walking the barracks in civilian clothes. Thinking
about it makes Jasmine release a little giddy laugh. “They drop out, I’m still here, and I’m
managing. In a way, it kinda made me feel, ‘Hey, I’m doing good.’”
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting. I was in the Army in the 70's and reenlisted to specifically get
stationed at West Point. At this time you had to be accepted on base by the Sgt Major, have no
disciplinary action in your records etc. I was a 22 year old female being stationed where few
other females were and in the area of thousands of healthy men! It's possibly my favorite duty
station in my career. In my position I interacted with cadets, and officers daily. I made some
great friends, some of them are still with me 40 years later. This was before women were
appointed to the Academy. I learned a great deal from these men about their training, the
hazing, and the codes. I kept the " Duty Honor Country " as my own motto even today. Before I
was sent to another post ( 4 years later) my brother was admitted! Oh how I wanted to go after
those who were hazing him!This book is great in explaining what the Point is, and how they
create great officers. It's a unique opportunity and experience.”

12 Paw Ranch, “Well-written, follows the course of several West Point cadets. I nearly passed on
this book because from the cover I got the impression that it was one person's account of their
West Point experience, which was not what I was seeking. Instead, it is a well-written account
authored by a professional journalist of the West Point experience. David Lipsky, a Rolling Stone
writer, immersed himself at West Point for four years and had open access to the Academy. He
produced a book that follows a few cadets throughout their journey at the Academy and into the
beginning of their officer careers, and in doing so also was able to document the culture and
lifestyle of West Point cadets at that time. It is a very interesting book that covers a time of
change at the Academy, notably including the cadets' reaction to how September 11, 2001 will
affect them. Everyday events are covered, as well as big events such as The Beast (new cadet's
initial summer training) and graduation. I am glad I read the book, and would recommend it to
anyone who has an interest in the unique aspect of American life the military academies offer.”

Will of the Wisp, “well done. I've read "Absolutely American" a couple of times and it resonates
each time. West Point is one of the world's most famous institutions and its graduates have had
an enormous impact on American and world history. For that reason alone we should want to
know who are the people that go there. Lipsky's book follows the Class of 2002's four years
through West Point and also discusses the stories of some upperclassmen at the school and
then later in the Army. You get to know these young people and know, as they only find out later
in the book of course, that 9/11 is in their future and they are going to be sent to war.Lipsky does
a good job of bringing out the stories and a couple of the students really stand out---"Huck" Finn,
a football player who is initially not serious about the place but who ends up becoming a leader
with unlimited potential. The other is George Rash who is regarded as a marginal cadet who is
loathed by the professional military at the school who feel he shouldn't be there. But Rash takes
every bit of abuse the place can throw at him and by the time he graduates is nearly a mythic



figure to the class.”

Malli22, “Exceptional read. The book begins by giving an understanding to the author's
background. He grew up in such an anti-military family that his father swore he'd rather shoot his
own son's leg than have him drafted (if it were reinstated). When Lipsky first arrives at West
Point, he's completely convinced it will be an awful writing experience. However, it doesn't take
long for him to become immersed in the culture and energy.The book is by no means a history
lesson or West Point PR piece. It is a chronicle amongst the life of America's youth. West Point
and an Army future is merely what these cadets have in common. Military and West Point lingo is
addressed, but only for understanding.It was purely coincidental that Lipsky was at West Point
during the September 11th attacks. That is perhaps the real turning point in the book. It is the
catalyst that encourages many of the cadets to reevaluate their current stance. The writing goes
from almost playful to somber within an eye blink... just as it did for all Americans.The epilogue
was wonderful. I can't imagine reading the book without it. Basically, it offers a paragraph or two
to each of the main characters. However... I wish it went further than a couple years. I'd love to
read an updated epilogue.This isn't a history piece, it's a human one. What I appreciated the
most is that the author doesn't attempt to sway us one or another politically... although its very
clear he loves these cadets - that's the real message.”

jabba da hutt, “Loved it from start to finish. Loved it from start to finish. Hit almost all facets of
cadet or midshipmen life at all the service academies. Great focus on all aspects of a cadet's
military life from the Superintendent down to plebes. More emphasis was needed on the
academic side of the equation was in order as this is the true "time consumer" of a cadet's life. It
just isn't as glamorous of a topic to talk about.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good read. Good read”

Bill B., “but in brilliant condition and quickly delivered. Exactly as promised - a read book, but in
brilliant condition and quickly delivered.”

EMA, “Interesante historia militar. Narración sobre una generación de estudiantes durante sus 5
años en West Point, la academia militar americana. Muy interesante por entender el
funcionamiento y la cultura.”

The book by David Lipsky has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 217 people have provided feedback.
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